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Abstract
During normal operation, doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) can generate certain range of reactive power
according to the requirements of the power grid. According to the active power order from power dispatching
center, a kind of wind turbines scheduling solution which also suits the actual operation situation of “three-north”
area wind farms in China is proposed. This solution makes it possible for the wind farm to generate the maximum
reactive power or the certain reactive power below the maximum reactive power which will meet the needs of the
power grid by adjusting output active power and reactive power of each DFIG. Based on the DFIG reactive power
limit, this paper proposes two theorems and an allocation algorithm to find out the active power dispatch plan. This
plan avoids the grid side converter switch devices frequently action. The active power and reactive power generated
by the wind farm can both satisfy the power grid’s needs and provide a reference for the capacity of additional
reactive power compensation device. The effectiveness of the active power and reactive power dispatch plan is
verified in case study.
Keywords: Wind power curtailment; DFIG; reactive power limit; active power allocation

1. Introduction
China wind power industry has developed rapidly in
recent years. Now wind power installation capacity of
China is greater than that of the United States and has
become the top of the world. Any sort of emergence of
wind farms of large capacity inevitably affects the safe
and stable operation of the power grid, especially the
voltage stability. At present wind farms are required to
have the ability of Low Voltage Ride Through 1-2(LVRT).
If there is a short-circuit fault in grid power, wind farm
must provide adequate reactive power to restore the grid
voltage. Thus, the reactive power generated by the wind
farm is directly related to the stability of power grid
voltage, and reactive power compensation problem has
become a study hotspot.
This paper was supported by the Fundamental Research Funds for
the Central Universities of China.

Wind power curtailment caused by all kinds of
factors3 has become a big challenge to global wind power
development, especially in China. The capacity of wind
power curtailment, only in 2011, is up to 12.3 billion
KWH, wind power curtailment rate is about 16 percent.
The data from Chinese Wind Energy Association show
that in 2012 the capacity of wind power curtailment in
China is almost 20 billion KWH which causes economic
losses more than 10 billion RMB. Therefore, wind power
curtailment has become a common phenomenon. When it
comes to the wind power, we must consider the wind
power curtailment.
The wind power curtailment refers to the fact that the
active power generated by the wind farm is lower than
the maximum output ability of the wind farm. The wind
power curtailment capacity does not include the power
misses caused by equipment failure. Usually the power
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How to distribute this demand value among all the
units when the wind farm gets a reactive power
demand of power grid.
This paper mainly finds out the reactive power limit
of wind farm by adjusting active power generated by
every DFIG.
DFIG rotor connects power grid by a converter which
can generate certain range of adjustable reactive power
for power grid. The paper considers inductive reactive
power positive. When power dispatching center gives an
active power order to wind farm, at the same time, the
wind farm control center need obey the order and select
each wind turbine to generate certain active power and
reactive power. The structure chart of the wind farm
control process is shown in figure 1.
Power grid
security and
stability

Control
objective

P2 Q2

Pn Qn
DFIGn

Power
dispatching
center

Fig.1. Wind farm control structure chart

3. Reactive Power Limit of DFIG Considering
Wind Power Curtailment
Voltage Oriented Control (VOC) system for DFIG is
adopted in this paper, the stator reactive power limit of
DFIG ( Qs min and Qs max ) is as follows15:
2

Qs min

§ 3 Xm
·
3U 2
 s  ¨
U s I r max ¸  Ps2
2Xs
© 2 Xs
¹

Qs max

§ 3 Xm
·
3U s2

 ¨
U s I r max ¸  Ps2
2Xs
© 2 Xs
¹

2. The Basic Strategy of Reactive Power Control
Wind farm reactive power control strategy is generally
divided into the following two levels.23
x The reactive power cooperation between the wind
farm and the power grid, including the reactive
power generated by additional reactive power
compensation device.

DFIG1
Active
power
order DFIG2
噥噥噥噥

Active power
limit

P1 Q1
Wind farm control center

dispatching center gives an active power order to wind
farm, according to current wind speed. When the active
power generated by wind farm is over the active power
order value, the wind power curtailment happens, then
wind farm must reduce its output power. How to adjust
active power generated by every wind turbine to make
the wind farm send optimal reactive power is the main
problem in this paper.
Many scholars have studied on reactive power
compensation about wind farm. Refs. 4–7 study the
advantage of Static Var Compensator (SVC) on reactive
power compensation. Refs. 8-13 study the function of
Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM). Ref. 14
improves traditional DVR device, greatly enhance the
LVRT ability of wind turbine. Based on the stator side
and grid side reactive power limit, different reactive
power control strategies are proposed in Refs. 15-17.
Most scholars have focused on the additional reactive
power compensation device, such as its capacity18 or
control strategy based on some objective functions19-22.
They usually do not take the wind power curtailment into
account. This paper studies the ability of the DFIG based
wind farm inherent reactive power compensation. The
reactive power generated by different active power
dispatch plans differs and it is directly related to the safe
and stable operation of power gird. So, it is important to
find out the reactive power limit of wind farm in certain
condition. This paper analyses the reactive power upper
limit and lower limit of wind farm. According to the
active power order from power dispatching center, a
scheduling scheme about how to distribute active power
and reactive power among all wind turbines with double
fed induction generators is proposed. This scheme in
accord with actual operation situation in “three-north”
area wind farms in China and the reactive power
generated by wind farm can be controlled. If the reactive
power generated by wind farm can meet the power grid’s
demand, the additional reactive power compensation
device does not need to work, so this scheme reduces the
operation cost and the switching on/off times of
additional reactive power compensation device.

(1)

2

(2)

U s is power grid voltage, X s is stator
resistance, X m is magnetizing resistance, I r max is the
Where

maximum current passing through rotor converter, and
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Ps is stator active power. From equation (1)-(2) we can
see that for a given DFIG, U s ǃ X s ǃ X m ǃ I r max are
all constants, Qs min and Qs max are determined by Ps ,
Ps is determined by not only wind speed but also wind
power curtailment. That is to say, when wind power
curtailment happens, some units need to reduce their
output power, Ps changes and then Qs min ǃ Qs max
change too. For a given wind speed, if wind power
curtailment happens, the stator reactive power limit of
'

Qs min

'

Qg min | Qs min

(10)
According to formula (9) and (10), reactive power
limit of DFIG is relatively conservative. It gives every
DFIG more reactive power margin and it is good to safe
and stable operation of power gird.
4.

Reactive Power Limit of DFIG Based Wind
Farm

4.1. Principle of wind power curtailment

'2
s

Qs max '

A B  P

(3)

 A  B  Ps'2

(4)
2

§ 3 Xm
·
3U s2
Where A 
,B ¨
U s I r max ¸ , A
2Xs
© 2 Xs
¹
'
and B are all constants, Ps is changing stator active
Ps' < Ps .

Grid-side converter (GSC) usually works in the unit
power factor mode, namely Qc 0 . In this mode, gridside converter does not take part in reactive power
regulation. If GSC works in the other power factors,
reactive power limit of GSC ( Qc min and Qc max ) is:

Where

(9)

'

DFIG ( Qs min and Qs max ) is changed to

power,

Qg max | Qs max

2
c

2

2
s

Qc min

 S  [ s /(1  s )] P

(5)

Qc max

Sc2  [ s /(1  s )]2 Ps2

(6)

Sc is GSC capacity, s is slip. Unlike the

stator reactive power limit, reactive power limit of GSC
is determined by both s and Ps .

For wind farms in the “three-north” area in china, the
wind resource in winter is optimal. Since heat load is
large, thermal power plant is first choice, and wind power
curtailment is the most common phenomenon in winter.
On the other hand, the temperature of “three-north” area
is rather low in winter. If the wind turbine is shut down,
the machine components may be damaged by low
temperature. To protect the wind turbine, the wind
turbine needs to keep working. To accelerate the response
speed, the wind turbine needs to keep working, too.
When wind power curtailment happens, in order to
make every DFIG keep a certain reactive power margin,
we hope that the one with greater reactive power limit
undertakes more reactive power task.
4.2. Reactive power limit of DFIG wind farm
considering wind power curtailment
Assuming there are N wind turbines with double fed
induction generators in wind farm, DFIG i generates
active power

pi (the active power generated by DFIG

replaces the stator active power), and then the reactive
power limit of the whole wind farm is as follows:
N

QPi max

i 1

¦(A 

is the sum of stator reactive power limit and GSC reactive
power limit:

Qg min

Qs max  Qc max

Qs min  Qc min

(7)

(8)
GSC capacity is small, so its reactive power
regulation ability is very limited and in order to reduce
the losses of converter switch device, DFIG should make
the stator participate in reactive power regulation first.
Accordingly, this paper does not consider the GSC
reactive power regulation, namely:

N

¦ f (p )
i

1

i 1

(11)

N

The reactive power limit of DFIG ( Qg max and Qg min )

Qg max

¦ Qi max

2

B  Pi )

i 1

N

QPi min

¦Q

i min

i 1

i

2

i 1

(12)

N

¦(A 
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Qi max and Qi min are reactive power limit of
DFIG i , QPi max and QPi min are the reactive power limit
Where

of the whole wind farm respectively.
When power dispatching center gives an active power
order to the wind farm, the wind farm control center
adopts different scheduling schemes, which change pi ,

QPi max and QPi min will change, too. In order to give full
play to the reactive power ability of the wind farm, we
need determine the maximum reactive power limit of the
whole wind farm ( Q Fmax and Q Fmin ) when the wind
farm generates active power value which is

PT .

Compared with thermal power plant, wind farm has a low
cost and produces nearly no pollution. Therefore, we
want to find a plan which meets both needs of reactive
power and active power of power grid, then the
additional reactive power compensation does not need to
start, thus reduces equipment on/off times and operation
cost of the external reactive power.
When wind farm output active power value PT is
given, to determine the maximum reactive power limit of
the whole wind farm ( Q Fmax and Q Fmin ), we can
establish the following optimization problems (M1) and
(M2).
N
N
N

2
°max(¦ Qi max ) ¦ f1 ( pi ) ¦ ( A  B  Pi )
i 1
i 1
i 1
°
(M1)
° n
®¦ Pi PT
°i 1
° Pi min d Pi d Pi max
°
¯
N
N

min(
Q
)
f 2 ( pi )
¦
¦
i
min
°
i 1
i 1
°
° n
®¦ Pi PT
°i 1
° Pi min d Pi d Pi max
°
¯

Where

N

¦(A 
i 1

B  Pi 2 )

(M2)

PT is a given active power value from power

dispatching center, the optimal value of (M1) and (M2)
are Q Fmax and Q Fmin , Qi is reactive power generated by

i . If Vi is less than rated wind speed,
1
Pi max
u S R 2 u Uai r u C p max u Vi 3 , Vi is the input
2
wind speed of DFIG i , R is the blade radius, Uai r is
the air density, C p max is the maximum power
DFIG

coefficient, if
speed ,
5.

Pi max

Vi is greater than or equal to rated wind
PN , PN is rated power of DFIG.

Method of Two Layers Power Allocation

5.1. Principle of Two Layers Power allocation
The active power order from power dispatching center
is PT and reactive power demand is QN . Since the
inductive reactive power is related to voltage, we
consider only reactive power upper limit. There are two
cases:
x

If

QN  [0, Q F m ax ] , we need to start the external

reactive
power
compensation
equipment,
compensation capacity is QN  QF max or greater

QN  QF max
If QN  [0, Q F m ax ] , we can meet the requirement
of reactive power demand QN by distributing the

than
x

reactive power among the wind turbines. On the
basis of the active power order PT , we assume wind
farm reactive power is

QT :

N

QT

¦Q

i

QN

(13)

i 1

Where

QT is reactive power generated by wind farm,

Qi is reactive power generated by DFIG i .
In order to meet both requirements of active power
and reactive power, we adopt a method of two layers
power allocation. In the first layer, we distribute active
power and verify whether QPi max t QN based on this
active power allocation, if yes, the first layer allocation is
effective, otherwise we need to find other active power
allocation. In the second layer, we distribute reactive
power. On the basis of the first layer active power
allocation, the reactive power allocation principle is as
follows15:
(14)
Qi (Qi max / QPi max )QN
We can see that the first layer active power allocation
is the key step of the method of two layers power
allocation.
5.2. Workable active power and reactive power
allocation plan
When wind power curtailment happens, units in the wind
farm fail to operate with full load. In normal situation, the
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Namely,

active power generated by wind farm is inevitably greater
N

than

¦P

PT , that is

i max

 p  O B  P 2
i
° i
N
®
°¦ Pi  PT 0
¯i 1
Worked out,

! PT . Therefore, there is

i 1

definitely an effective active power allocation plan, and
the key is to find the active power allocation plan which
makes the reactive power generated by wind farm equal
or greater than QN . A workable active power allocation

1
PT , i 1, 2,  , N ,
N
Pi
PT

Pi

plan is as follows:

Pi

PT

Pi max

N

¦P

i max

i 1

Where

Pi is the active power generated by unit i and

it is one of the effective active power plans. Assuming
that a wind farm is composed of N wind turbines with
the same type of double fed induction generators, when
all the

1
PT , that is to say, the
N

Pi max is same, Pi

O

(15)

distribution of active power among each units is average.
This plan also accords with the operation principle of the
wind turbines in “three-north” area proposed in this
paper, keeping every unit working in the wind farm.
Now we will prove that the plan of average
distribution of active power among each units can meet
the requirement of reactive power, In other words,
according to this plan, QPi max is greater than QN .

active power among N units will make the reactive
power generated by the wind farm the very maximum
reactive power limit of the whole wind farm QF max .

QF max is the maximum value of (M1). In order to
1
prove Pi
PT is the extreme point of (M1), let’s
N

Proof.

construct the Lagrange function as follows:
G ( Pi , O )
 wG
° wp
° i
®
° wG
°¯ wO

N

N

i 1

i 1

¦ ( A  B  Pi 2 )  O (¦ Pi  PT )
 pi
B  Pi 2

O

unique, Pi

i

i 1

T

0

N 2 B  PT2

.

1
PT , i 1, 2,  , N is maximum point of
N

(M1).
Therefore, average distribution of active power
among N units will make the reactive power generated
by wind farm be
greater than

QF max and this QF max is definitely

QN . As a result, average distribution of

active power is effective, the second layer of reactive
power allocation uses the method proposed in Ref. 15,
because Qi max are all the same, the second layer is
average distribution of reactive power among N units,
that is to say reactive power generated by every DFIG is

1
QN . For QN d QPi max
N

QF max , all the Qi

will not exceed reactive power upper limit.
5.3. Workable active power allocation plan
considering wake effect
In the process of the actual operation, different wind
turbines of the wind farm often get different input wind
speed caused by factors such as wake effect and terrain,
so the maximum output of every DFIG is not the same,
some units can not generate the average active power

PT
. In this situation, we need to find a new workable
N
active power allocation plan.
Theorem 2. Assuming that wind farm is composed of N
wind turbines with the same type of double fed induction
generator, Pi , Pi max are active power and the maximum
active

N

¦P P

0, i 1, 2, , N

(16)

B  Pi 2

Because the objective function in (M1) has extreme
value
and
possible
extreme
point
is

Qi
Theorem 1. Assuming that a wind farm is composed of
N wind turbines with the same type of double fed
induction generators, and power dispatching center
sends active power order PT , average distribution of

0, i 1, 2, , N

power

generated

by

1, 2,  , N , P1max d P2max
there exists k subject to
ively , i
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 Pi max , i 1, 2,  , k
°°
k
®
PT  ¦ Pi max
i 1
°P
, i
°¯ i
N k

Pi

PT
PT
, let Pi
, i 1, 2,  , N ,
N
N
output the allocation result P1 , P2 ,  , PN , otherwise,
Step3 If

k  1, k  2,  , N

P1max t

turn to Step4;

(17)
When this active power allocation plan is conducted, the
reactive power limit of the whole wind farm is just
QF max .

Step4

k which satisfies Pk max d

Find

P( k 1) max !

PT
, make Pi
N

PT
,
N

Pi max 㸪 i 1, 2,  , k 㸹

Step5 Let

A  B  Pi

f1 ( Pi )

Proof. From

2

we can get

f1' ( Pi )  0 , f1 ( Pi ) is decreasing function, if Pi '  Pi '' ,

f1' ( Pi ' )  f1' ( Pi '' ) , f1 ( Pi ) declines faster and faster

PT
by 'Pi ,
N
the other units need to increase by 'Pi , then

as

Pi increases, hence, if Pi is lower than
N

QPi max

¦ f (p )
1

is

i

definitely

declining.

S : S \ ^ P1 , P2 , , Pk `
:

^Pk 1 , Pk  2 , , PN `

^P1 , P2 , , PN k ` ,
k

PT : PT  ¦ Pi max , N : N  k , turn to Step3.
i 1

Flow chart of the algorithm is shown in figure 2.
Input wind speed and parameters
of every DFIGˈnumbers of
unitsˈactive power order PT

i 1

Consequently, the units which cannot output
generate the maximum active power

PT
N

1, 2,  , N

Rank Pi max , i

Pi max , the rest of

units averagely undertake the rest of active power, and
the reactive power limit of the whole wind farm is just
QF max .

Initialize S

^P1, P2,, PN` ^0,0,,0`

However, the rest of average active power is over
Whether

PT
. Possibly some units cannot output the average new
N
active power, so we give an allocation algorithm to solve
this
problem.
In
fact,
the
size
of
the
P1max , P2max ,  , PN max is in accordance with the size of
wind

speed,

i.e.

if

V1 d V2 d  d VN ,

then

P1max d P2max d  d PN max .
The main steps of this algorithm are described as
follows:
Step1 Input numbers of units N , wind speed

Vi ( i 1, 2,  , N ) according to V1 d V2 d  d VN ,
active power order PT , and other parameters of every
DFIG.
Step2 Let

S

^P1 , P2 ,, PN ` ^0, 0,, 0`

P1max t

PT
N

Yes

Output allocation
result

No
Find K which satisfies
P
P
Pk max d T , P(k1)max ! T , make Pi Pi max , i 1,2,, k
N
N

Update Sˈand N : N  k
k

PT :

PT 

¦

Pi m a x

i 1

Fig.2 Flow chart of active power allocation
N

This algorithm is suitable to

¦P

i min

i 1

Otherwise, some units must be shut down.
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6.

Case Study

A wind farm consists of 30 wind turbines with double fed
induction generators, each wind turbine equipped with a
0.69 KV / 20 KV box transformer, air density in wind
farm being 1.225Kg/m3. Simple layout of the wind farm
is shown in figure 3. The parameters of DFIG are shown
in table 1, the input wind speed of every unit is shown in
table 2. The active power order from power dispatching
center is 21MW, and the reactive power demand of
power grid is 16.5Mvar.

PT
N

0.7MW ), so Theorem 2 is used. According to

Theorem 2, 4#~10#, 23#, 24#, 30# output the maximum
active power, the other 20 units will output active power
16.198MW, that is to say, every unit needs to output
0.809MW. P11max ~ P15max , P21max , P27 max ~ P29max
are all less than 0.809MW, so they output the maximum
active power. Then the other 11 units will generate
9.246MW, and every unit needs to output 0.840MW. Go
on with this algorithm until all 30 units are assigned. The
active power allocation result is shown in table 4. Now
according to this active power allocation plan, the
reactive power limit of the whole wind farm is
16.724Mvar over QN , so the additional reactive power
compensation device does not need to work.
Tab.3 Pi max of every wind turbine (MW)

Fig.3 Simple layout of wind farm

P1max
P2max
P3max
P4max
P5max
P6max
P7 max
P8max
P9max
P10max
P11max
P12max
P13max

Tab.1 The parameters of one DFIG
Parameter
Rated power
Stator self-inductance
Stator leakage inductance
Rotor leakage inductance
Mgnetizing inductance
Maximum rotor current

DFIG
1.5MW
5.6436mH
0.1687mH
0.1337mH
5.4749mH
1200A

Tab.2 Wind speed of every wind turbine (m/s)
1# turbine
2# turbine
3# turbine
4# turbine
5# turbine
6# turbine
7# turbine
8# turbine
9# turbine
10# turbine
11# turbine
12# turbine
13# turbine
14# turbine
15# turbine

In

this

11.1
11.2
10.6
8.1
8.0
7.8
7.6
7.5
7.7
7.6
9.5
9.6
9.6
9.3
9.2

case,

N

16# turbine
17# turbine
18# turbine
19# turbine
20# turbine
21# turbine
22# turbine
23# turbine
24# turbine
25# turbine
26# turbine
27# turbine
28# turbine
29# turbine
30# turbine

30 ,

PT

10.2
10.9
10.6
10.4
10.5
9.6
10.8
8.5
8.6
9.7
9.9
9.5
9.4
9.5
9.1

21MW

,

QN 16.5Mv ar . Given the current wind speed, the
Pi max , i 1, 2,  ,30 are shown in table 3.
The maximum active power generated by wind farm
is 23.538MW, however, the order from power
dispatching center is 21MW and then the wind power
curtailment happens. From table 3 we can see that 10
units fail to output the average active power (i.e.

0.805

P16max
P17 max
P18max
P19max
P20max
P21max
P22max
P23max
P24max
P25max
P26max
P27 max
P28max

P14max

0.732

P29max

0.780

P15max

0.709

P30max

0.686

1.245
1.279
1.084
0.483
0.466
0.432
0.399
0.384
0.415
0.399
0.780
0.805

0.966
1.179
1.084
1.024
1.054
0.805
1.147
0.559
0.579
0.831
0.883
0.780
0.756

If we follow the other active power allocation plan
(table 5), the reactive power limit of the whole wind farm
is 16.008Mvar which is less than QN , so the first layer
allocation plan is invalid. We also made other active
power allocation plans and 16.724Mvar is the maximum
value, i.e. QF max is 16.724Mvar, Theorem 2 is correct.
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Tab.4 Active power allocation result (MW)
1# turbine
2# turbine
3# turbine
4# turbine
5# turbine
6# turbine
7# turbine
8# turbine
9# turbine
10# turbine
11# turbine
12# turbine
13# turbine
14# turbine
15# turbine

0.841
0.841
0.841
0.483
0.466
0.432
0.399
0.384
0.415
0.399
0.780
0.805
0.805
0.732
0.709

16# turbine
17# turbine
18# turbine
19# turbine
20# turbine
21# turbine
22# turbine
23# turbine
24# turbine
25# turbine
26# turbine
27# turbine
28# turbine
29# turbine
30# turbine

0.841
0.841
0.841
0.841
0.841
0.805
0.841
0.559
0.579
0.831
0.841
0.780
0.756
0.780
0.686
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